HOMEOPATHY
THE BEST KNOWN MEDICINE
A HOPE FOR THE SO CALLED INCURABLES
VITANOVA CLINICS, uses Homeopathy
to treat Autism, Arthritis, Cancers, Infertility,
Menstrual problems, Multiple sclerosis,
Psoriasis, Renal failures, Rheumatic
disorders, Thyroid disorders, Vitiligo, etc.
and states: Homeopathy treats the
hopeless or the so called incurable!
It seems with each passing decade, the
medical fraternity claims of being more
advanced than before; but is it true? That
which was incurable decades ago, is
incurable today too. In today's world if we
look around we find mankind suffering of
more dreaded diseases then before, so
how can we say we have better healthcare
services? We find diseases which were
rare in the past are more common today; we
see autism, cancers, thyroid problems,
menstrual abnormalities, genetic disorders
and the list goes on and on....., we
constantly ask our doctors, “what am I
doing wrong? Why can't you cure me of my
problem for life?” So the question is; where
are we going wrong? Is it the inability of the
doctor? Or is medicine still lacking behind?
When everything seems impossible, all
that's left; however impossible it may seem;
it's possible! These words explain the
mission and perseverance of Dr. Silroy
Martins M.D, a homeopath, who says that
homeopathy can treat even the most
difficult and so called incurable cases.
Dr. Silroy Martins M.D. and Dr. Dorland
Martins M.D, come from an eminent family
of physicians in Goa. Their family tree
comprises of a string of four generations of
physicians; and are the Great Grandsons of
Goa's well known Physician, Dr. Santana
Martins commonly known as Dr.
Santanbab, who had started his practice to
serve the people of Goa during the
Portuguese regime. Dr. Silroy Martins and
Dr. Dorland Martins graduated and
received their Masters degree in
homeopathy, which according to them, is
the science to treat the so called incurables.
As homeopathy was discovered in the 19th
century, back then it was difficult for people
to comprehend its principles. But today
with, better knowledge of genetics,
embryology, pathology, etc., we are in a

better position to understand the principles
of homeopathy in order to treat the so called
incurables.
Dr. Martins says “Homeopathy treats the
man in disease, not the disease in men.
Every disease is a defense process and
every doctor should understand this
process and only direct this defense in a
way that will restore health. What
homeopathy actually does is, it stimulate
genetics of a man so that he could start
curing himself. Every human being has his
own DNA mechanism which can cure every
disease. This mechanism is exactly what
we at VITANOVA stimulate.”
With any so called incurable/ curable
disease, most of the medicinal therapies
only try to control the symptoms of the
disease, and not aim to cure, they do not

strive to know what is the actual cause, that
gave rise to disease or why only this
individual came up with such a sickness; Dr.
Martins says every alteration of health in
the individual (i.e. from harmony to
disharmony) has a meaning, there's
nothing that is meaningless, every sickness
is a result of a conflict that triggers a
defensive process which we call as disease
and it is this disharmony that has to be
understood and redirected to restore
health.
Dr. Martins says homeopathic remedies
can be made from anything e.g. Plants,
minerals, metals, nosodes, animals etc.,
where these substance are proved on
humans and information recorded. Every
substance has its own unique information
or energy that individualizes itself and has
the ability to stimulate the genes to bring
about cures, if rightly selected.

APPROACH AT VITANOVA CLINICS
“VITANOVA HOMEOPATHIC CLINICS
takes the science of homeopathy to the
next level by combining knowledge of
modern day science of Genetic,
embryology and other holistic sciences ”
The Doctors at VITANOVA CLINICS have
been successfully treating patients after
studying the behavior and expression of
genes in each individual case. We take a
detailed case history of the patient where
we ask the patient questions about their
personality, experiences, physical and
mental functions, reaction to situations, etc.
through which we individualize the patient
and also find the cause (conflict) that has
triggered the genes to cause disease. We
also look into the various investigations and
try to understand how the genes of this
individual are expressing itself in disease.
The patient's history helps the Doctor to
understand the individual's genetic
expression on Psyche-Brain-Organ. After
this, the remedy is carefully chosen with the
help of latest techniques in Homeopathy
which would stimulate the genes to repair at
the level of Psyche-Brain-Organ - Says Dr.
Dorland Martins M.D.
After the first prescription is done we then
ask the patient to visit us once in 15 or 30
days (depending on the case) to see how
the patient responded to the administered
remedy. Sometimes we have to change the
medicine or dosage depending on the
prognosis of the case; once we are assured
that the patient is on a right path to cure we
see the patient once every month.
Dr. Martins emphasizes many diseases
which may seem incurable, are actually
treated through homeopathy. Some genetic
anomalies can also be treated up to a
particular phase.
“Our treatment module incorporates a
unique 'Patient Empowerment Program'
that educates the patients about the nature
of their disease and the systematic
progress of their condition towards
restoration of health”.
He concludes
saying, It is interesting to note that
many of our patients experience this
repair mechanism at a level above
repairing of Psyche-Brain-Organ. They
see its positive effects in their Personal and
professional relationships too. It is thus a
renaissance with Homeopathy, where
Science meets Spirituality!

